
IncludED Best Practices 
 

For Follett’s 
 

1. Be sure all faculty are aware of tech support people– i.e., someone from publisher to work 
with them regarding questions for their courses 

2. When faculty adopt a book into the IncludED program, let them know (preferably in bold 
print) that their book will continue to be in IncludED until they let you know otherwise or 
they change 
books.  In the second semester of an IncludED adoption, contact the faculty to confirm 
their wanting to keep the book in IncludED (or include that on the adoption form). 

 
For Purdue FW 

 
1.   Continue to have communication between Follett’s, Cyndy Elick (contracts 

administrator), ITS, and faculty so that concerns are communicated to publishers. 
 
For Faculty/Departments making adoption decision 

 
Departments: 

 
1. Etextbooks with IncludED are not as simple to set up as regular textbooks. The more 

staffing that can occur at least two months out, the more likely the bookstore, publisher, 
bursar, and faculty member can be ready to go when the semester begins. 

2. If the instructor for a section changes after book orders are submitted, let the bookstore 
know as soon as possible 

 
Faculty: 

 
When you put a book in IncludED, you are removing students’ choice as to whether and where to 
buy the book. Given that, there should be a specific reason for putting books into IncludED and 
this reason should be communicated to students and it should be for student learning or 
financial savings. 
Reasons could be, but are not limited to: 

1. Price of the book is much cheaper for most students 
2. The ebook offers supplemental materials that are required in the course 
3. There are other specific features/uses of the book that are required for students to succeed 

in the course 
4. Access to the book on the first day of class is instrumental to student success 

 
If you adopt an IncludED book, please consider doing the following: 

 
1. Check your course at least a week in advance of the semester to be sure there are not 

technical issues with accessing the book etc. 
2. Consider communicating with students a week before the class and letting them know their 

book is included in their tuition and fees and why – quite a few students report buying the 
book, not realizing that they have already “bought” the book; 

3. As the student is already paying for the ebook and, except for Spanish courses, publishers 
are charging for loose leaf copies and limiting the number of discounted loose leaf copies, 
consider the necessity of requiring the student to also purchase a loose leaf copy, if 
currently doing so;   

4. Use the book in ways other than those you would use a paper copy of the book – if you 



are just assigning readings, do not put your book in IncludED unless that price is 
substantially cheaper; 

5. Find out whether they can download the book or will need internet access to use it and let 
them know; 

6. Be sure students know: that that have access from Day One, how to use the features you  
 need them to use, how to navigate the book, and how to highlight, etc. (either show them    
yourself, let them know where to find support, or create an online discussion forum where  
they can post questions about how to use the book); 

7. Let students know that, if they have technical difficulties, they should contact the helpdesk 
8. If appropriate, use the book on the first day of class since all the students will have access 

right away and that’s an important feature of the IncludED program; 
9. Realize that if you use an IncludED book, you may need to adapt policies about laptop and 

tablet use so students can have access to the text in class; 
10. Other resources and information about IncludED can be found at: 

 http ://www. p fw. edu/ offices/celt/q uick -links /in cludE D.html . 
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